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Develop Your Plan
For you to have the courage and desire in you to succeed as an entrepreneur is a
unique and exciting thing. Not many people have the guts to leave the corporate
world and make something of themselves on their own – much less online.
That may be because it’s a viable business opportunity that very few people
understand. They know there are websites online and they see people making
money, but they have no idea how to get from step A to step B.
Fear often keeps us rooted to a career that we can’t stand.
It doesn’t matter what your reasons are for pursuing this path. Maybe you are out
of work and looking for a job in an economy that has none to offer. Perhaps
you’re a stay at home parent who would like to contribute to the household
finances. Or maybe you’re retired but just not yet ready to quit being productive!
One thing is for sure. That old saying, “If you fail to plan, plan to fail” is true.
So that’s what you’re going to start with – the planning elements that go into
building a business like this.

Shiny New Object Syndrome
The shiny new object syndrome is a beast that chases all new work at home
entrepreneurs. It feeds off of your desire to be making money FAST and EASY
and it’s a drug you don’t want to become addicted to.
You may start off with this very eBook that you’re reading now – and then later
today someone in a forum mentions that they made $1,019 in just 24 hours with
XYZ info product.
Before you know it, the shiny new object syndrome has taken root and you’ve
whipped out your credit card and ordered it – instantly becoming that much
more in debt before ever implementing a single step from this guide.
You’re not alone if you’ve succumbed to this disease of mindset. Most
entrepreneurs have purchased at least one or two products like this.
But you have to nip it in the bud before it gets out of control. In most
cases, the people suffering from this affliction don’t take action on a
regular basis. They simply buy, read, analyze and buy the next shiny
new object that gets in their line of sight.
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You’re going to be bombarded with new things that make your mouth water or
your wallet itch. They will come from a myriad of places, such as:
•

Forum posts where people you’re learning right alongside with rave about
new products coming out.

•

Email autoresponders from those you’ve signed up with – maybe for a freebie.

•

Ads you see in sidebars on someone’s blog.

•

Reviews you read from seemingly honest marketers.

•

Google results as you go online to search for information about making money
online.

•

Word of mouth as you befriend others on the same journey.

There are just a few problems with the recommendations I listed above.
With forums, you need to know that not all posts are created equal.
Unfortunately, there’s a lot of the “buddy system” roaming around online. This is
when a group of friends agrees to post for one another whenever they launch a
new product.
They call it a “mastermind group.” Not all mastermind groups are like this, but
some are. So let’s say Bob has a new product about List Building. One of the
people in his group, we’ll call him Joe, goes into a forum and posts a question
such as, “Does anyone know where I can get a good list building product?”
Then the rest of the group goes in to post that they’re using Bob’s new product
and it’s absolutely amazing!
What happens is YOU see a huge list of people who are excited about this
product. The sad thing is, it’s just a “you scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours”
situation.
Are ALL posts like this shady and unseemly? Of course not! But how will you
know? Protect your wallet and let the reviews simmer for awhile. If general
feedback in multiple places is that it’s good, then maybe give it a try.
You don’t want to be chasing the trendy, “about to be banned” tactics anyway, so
don’t be in a rush to grab something that won’t be a fairly evergreen strategy for
you to implement.
With email autoresponders, you’re lured into a list with an amazing freebie.
Maybe you bought the person’s product and it was fantastic. Unfortunately, what
many marketers do to make money online is called “list swapping.”
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This means they’ll promise to promote someone else’s product if the other person
promises to promote for them. So Bob might agree to promote Joe’s product if
Joe promotes to his list.
You’re on Bob’s list, so you get an email from him touting the benefits of Joe’s
product. This may not even be anything Bob believes in, but he’s holding up his
end of the list swapping agreement.
Unless the marketer admits he hasn’t read it or shows you some information
about how he himself implemented it, be wary of an email like this.
With ads that you see in sidebars, you have to be careful. You might trust a
marketer and see an ad that recommends a new product. You go and buy it and
it’s pure trash.
It could be just an AdSense ad that the blogger or site owner doesn’t personally
endorse. If you’re wondering about it, always contact the site owner and ask if
they are personally promoting the product or if it’s just an AdSense ad.
Sometimes you’re going to encounter a review for a product. You see it being
promoted so you type into Google, “XYZ product name review.” A whole list of
entries pops up and you read them – they’re all glowing testimonials about the
benefits of the product.
That doesn’t mean it’s true. Some people are so desperate to make money online
that they give a positive review to anything that’s released – especially items
where they’ll make a nice 50% commission.
Look for signs that the reviewer actually implemented the product. Is the review
simply stating facts that can be found on the sales page? If so, it probably means
they haven’t personally looked it over.
Now Google results can be tricky to new entrepreneurs. Let’s say you go online
and type in “make money online” to the Google search engine. You may think
that the first several results would be the most beneficial, since their sites are
ranked first in the search engine.
But if you look closely on the upper right corner, you’ll see a tiny word that says,
“Ads.” These people are paying for that position. And you can’t rely on search
engine results pages (SERPs) to give you the best information anyway. Too many
marketers know how to play by the SEO rules and get their sites ranked high,
even if they provide no real value.
Lastly, you’re going to hear about products through word of mouth. If you have a
friend online who you trust completely, then by all means go ahead and take their
advice.
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But if you’re at a seminar and there’s a buzz going around about a new guru’s
product, be careful that you’re not just listening to a bunch of people kissing up to
someone who has gained a bit of celebrity in this small circle.

Information Overload
Even with one single product on your hard drive, you can easily begin to feel
overwhelmed with information overload. If this happens to you, realize that it’s
not uncommon and it is beatable!
Information overload generally happens in one of two situations:
1.) You bought too many products and you’re trying to do them all at once.
If you bought too many products, it’s okay – let’s just clean things up from here. I
want you to choose ONE to work from right now. You can’t go with everything all
at once. Implementation has to be progressive.
You build this business – it doesn’t just all appear at once. This guide will give
you a good idea of what order you should go in with branding, list building,
affiliate marketing, info product creation, etc.
And don’t try to do more in a day that you really can. You’re going to suffer
burnout if you overload yourself with information and tasks. At the same time, if
you want to move forward, you have to start taking action steps seriously.
2.) You only have one product, but you’re letting fear and frustration get in the
way of your success.
This second dilemma is troublesome because it’s hard to gain confidence in
yourself when you have nothing to go by. You have no prior success (and maybe
even quite a few failures) with your online income efforts.
The first thing you want to do is set aside a certain amount of time to work each
day on implementing a guide (even this one). You can break it up if it’s more
convenient for you, but don’t try working from sun up to sun down and end up in
tears because you’re exhausted.
As you implement a course, do it section by section in the order that
the product creator has given. Don’t jump around. And don’t skip
steps because you don’t want to do them.
One common problem is that product owners generalize an instruction without
giving you details. This can be very frustrating but stay calm! The first thing you
want to do is Google it!
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For example, let’s say a guide tells you to “post your YouTube video on your
blog.” Well they don’t tell you HOW! You have no clue. Go to Google and type in
that exact question: “how to post a YouTube video on your blog.”
You’ll get a ton of step-by-step results. Now a good idea would be to email the
product owner at the end of your implementation and let them know what steps
you had to seek elsewhere so they can make it better for the next buyer, but this is
not your responsibility – just a courtesy to make the web a better place.
Take the course in bite sized steps. Don’t try to implement an entire course in two
hours. If you succeed, it’ll be sloppy. And you won’t retain much of the
information, either.
If you do run into a roadblock where the answers can’t be found on Google, then
try asking in a marketing forum. Feel free to contact the product owner, too. They
should have some support for the product and if you run into a stone wall with no
reply and no answers, then it’s acceptable to ask for a refund at this point.

Scams
Scams are prevalent online and it’s one reason the FTC is cracking down on false
claims and going after marketers who abuse people. You’re going to encounter
them – to what level varies.
You might encounter someone selling a product that’s good, but you lose trust in
the product creator. This might be someone selling a “make money online”
product and you see them posting in a forum that their truck broke down and
they’re trying to get free handouts to fix it. Makes you scratch your head and say,
“Hmmmm.”
Or you may find someone promoting a product that turns out to be black hat.
Black hat is often viewed as unethical and sometimes it’s illegal. It’s basically a
way to game the system in a less than honest manner.
The worst types of scams are those where the promoter takes your money and
never delivers. You do have protection, but you have to know where to find it.
First, try getting a refund from the shopping cart method – PayPal or ClickBank
for example.
If that doesn’t work and the promoter isn’t responding to your emails, don’t be
shy about taking serious action. Simply go to the FBI’s Internet Fraud
Complaint Center and initiate an investigation. You can also let the product
owner know that you’ve done this so that even if the FBI doesn’t take on your
complaint, it will probably scare the promoter into refunding you fairly quickly.
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Who Can You Trust?
All of this negative talk might make you scared to go forward but I have some
good news. There are a LOT of ethical, moral individuals out there teaching
fellow entrepreneurs how to succeed.
You’re going to have to find out who delivers on their promises and who drops
the ball. Ask around in forums. Sign up to several lists and sit back and analyze
and watch the marketer’s emails.
Ask yourself some questions as you size up a marketer you’re considering
learning from:
•

Are they doing nothing but pushing product to you on a daily basis?

•

Do they promote products that have earned poor reviews from many others?

•

Do they answer emails from you?

•

Are they transparent in what you’re doing online?

•

Do they give value to you free as much as they push paid products on you?

If you ever see red warning flags, simply remove them from your “trustworthy”
list and move on. Don’t just go off of what others say, although it’s a good place to
start. Remember what I said about the buddy system – you never know who’s
promoting or giving positive feedback about someone just because they’re a
friend.
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Plan Your Mindset
You might be rolling your eyes thinking mindset isn’t an issue, but you’d be
surprised. It can cripple you before you even start becoming financially successful
online.

There’s No Room for Desperation
Many people reading this are here because they’re desperate for money. It’s a
trap that can cause you to make poor business decisions and it may even put you
further in debt.
People are desperate for money for a variety of reasons:
•

They just got laid off and can’t find a job.

•

They’re employed fulltime, but unable to make ends meet.

•

They make ends meet but have zero money left over for luxuries.

•

They’re retired but their income doesn’t afford them the lifestyle they want.

•

They want to be a contributing member of the household.

If you’re unemployed and desperate for money, it might be faster to take a job
below your normal income offline to take the pressure off with bill collectors.
Building an online business takes time.
That doesn’t mean you can’t start earning right away, but consider these details:
•

If you’re an affiliate for a site like Amazon, you’re going to be waiting 60 days
to get paid for today’s earnings.

•

If you get hired for a long-term project like the creation of an eBook, for
example, the funds will sit in escrow while you do the work and you won’t get
the money until it’s delivered.

•

If you’re selling digital products, you may have to wait for the site to pick up in
traffic before you start making significant sales.

You may only be able to work on your online business part time, and that’s okay!
But it’ll take a bit longer to see formidable earnings.
Desperation is a cancer on your business growth, so don’t give in to it. If you need
to, get an offline job to cover the bills and take baby steps as you grow this online
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business into something that eventually takes over your need to be employed
elsewhere.

Test the Waters Before You Commit
Keeping desperation at bay, you want to take time to evaluate which business
model you want to pursue. This guide is going to cover the main ones (and there
are micro models too).
You want to look at each one to see where you wish to begin. But I want you to
keep this in mind: you never want all your eggs in one basket.
You’re going to choose one model to build the foundation with and then add the
others to your online marketing strategy. For example, you might:
•

Start with the offer of ghostwriting services.

•

Add an info product of your own.

•

Begin promoting other people’s products as an affiliate.

•

Include some ads and start collecting revenue.

Do some online searches and learn as much as you can for free about the various
ways to make money online. Do this before you pay money for any products.
If you see that a system just isn’t for you – meaning it’s not personally satisfying
and you’re dreading working on it each day, then drop it and move on to
something that you enjoy.
After all, why choose a work at home career if you’re not in charge of your
destination? This should be profitable, but it should also be enjoyable!

Fail Your Way to Success
Did you start an affiliate site and not make any sales? Launch a product and no
one bought it? Don’t give up! Just find out the reasons why your business model
didn’t perform and tweak them for success.
The great thing about working at home online is that your content and strategies
can be altered quickly and you’re continually learning new things.
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Prepare Your Family
When you first tell friends and family that you’re going to pursue a work at home
career, be prepared for some less than enthusiastic responses. This is normal and
understandable so try not to get defensive about it.
The key is to learn how to best handle their reactions and assuage their fears.
You’re going to have to plan your business out a little so that you can present
them with the facts and let them see that you’re serious and you know what
you’re doing.

Show Them You Mean Business
The first step is in showing your family that this is a viable business opportunity.
They’re going to have heard about online money scams. Reassure them that
you’re not talking about pyramid schemes or other types of scams.
By the time you’re finished with this guide, you should have a basic blueprint for
your business. Before you even approach your spouse or parents (or kids) with
this idea, try to map out what you plan to do in a semblance of steps.
Print out a copy for each family member to peruse.
Remember – they may be worried that you’re not going to make money, that
you’re going to get scammed, or that you’re not going to be available for them
anymore.
Make a FAQ page for them, and answer questions like these:
•

What will my new schedule be like?

•

Will I still be available for activities like taking you to ballet class?

•

Am I going to shut myself off in a home office?

•

Are we going to lose our house, get the phone cut off, etc.?

•

How much money am I going to spend starting up this business?

Ask them for feedback. If they have any additional questions, write them down
and answer them for them once you’ve had a little while to mull it over in your
mind.
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Never roll your eyes or belittle their concerns. You want their support during this
journey, so it’s important that you make them feel like their input is valuable to
you.

Answering The Common Question, “What Do You Do?”
This is a tough question and it begins once you’re no long getting up and dressed
to fight traffic on the way to a J-O-B. People are going to look at you like you’re
an alien – everyone from the postal delivery person to the cashier who sees you
grocery shopping at 10 AM.
In-laws and your own parents and siblings might ask, “But I don’t understand –
what is it you DO?”
There’s no way on earth that you can explain Internet Marketing in a quick 15minute casual conversation.
They’re going to assume you’re a spammer because they’ve always received spam
emails to their inbox advertising “work at home” money or some sort of pills that
work wonders.
Reassure them that you’re not a spammer.
They may assume you’re in the adult industry – running one of “those kinds” of
sites. Let them know it’s nothing of the sort.
Others may ask if you’re stuffing envelopes because they’ve seen magazine ads for
that type of business in the backs of their favorite magazines.
Here’s something you can tell to the people who ask what you do as a “work at
home” entrepreneur:
“I have several streams of income that I’m developing that all tie in together. One
is the creation of informative eBooks, like the kind you see people reading on
their Kindles. I teach people how to _______ (train their dogs, lose weight). I
also operate a blog and review products for people to see if they’re worth
investing money in. Sometimes I __________(service: ghostwrite, build
websites) for other people. And my sites also bring in some money with ads that
are on the side.”
Throwing in the Kindle brand name helps bring some “Ah yes, I’ve seen that”
recognition and legitimacy.
Most people have heard of – and even admire – bloggers. This is a good way to
explain your affiliate marketing and lets them view you as a helpful consumer
advocate rather than a spammy marketer.
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Balancing Work and Home Life
Just because work is in the home doesn’t mean that you dn’t need a slight
separation of the two. To some people, trying to work amid the TV, kids
screaming, and other distractions is a recipe for disaster.
Others can easily tune it out and get a lot of work down, while surrounded by
their loving family members and they actually enjoy the continual interaction
they have amid getting work done.
You want to make sure that you have a good balance between the two. Don’t work
so much that you’re home, but never “there” for your family. It’s tempting to get
on a run and work for 16 hours straight – it’s rewarding when it’s your own
business that you’re pushing for.
It’s also easy to fall into the trap of lazing around the house when you work for
yourself. After all, there’s no boss to answer to – no clients sitting across from
you.
If your family sees you pulling this stunt, they’re going to lose faith in you quickly.
You want them to see a productive worker – but that doesn’t necessarily mean a
typical 8-5 schedule.
There’s nothing in the rulebook that says you have to wake up at 6 and start work
at 8. You can set your own hours, as long as you have some hours to put in. You
may be able to spend a lot more time with your family, putting their needs first
for several hours, and sit down to focus on your work needs later in the day when
everyone’s settled in.
This can be very rewarding to everyone involved. Just don’t let the scales tip so
that one element of your life begins to overshadow the other. Keep track of your
hours initially until you feel comfortable with your routine.
Don’t be afraid to change things up if you need to. For instance, if your usual
schedule is to work from 10 AM to 3 PM, but your child is sick and you need to
take him to the doctor, then rearrange your schedule to accommodate the care
taking you need to work in for the day.
After all, what’s the use of working for yourself and not having to call in and ask
for permission if you aren’t going to be flexible with yourself?

Setting Up a Work Space – Or Not
Creating workspace for your work at home career can vary from no space to
offsite space – and everything in between, of course. It has to fit your personal
working style and you may need to be immersed in working for yourself before
you truly know what you’ll prefer.
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Some people need nothing more than a laptop and connection to the Internet.
They may sit in their favorite recliner or even wake up in bed and grab their
laptop to work from.
Others rent out a space away from their home to work in. This requires a pretty
substantial investment of money in the beginning, but if you have it and feel you
need the separation from home, then it can help your productivity.
Many people assign a certain room of their homes to be office space. It doesn’t
even have to be an entire room – it can be a corner of the room. You’ll need to
determine what you need in the way of space.
Do you have an entire desk to work at? Or is a laptop holder plenty for you? Are
you working with a normal sized desktop PC? You can get very small desks that
don’t take up much room.
Some people like to have the following elements for their home office:
•

A computer (some marketers wind up with multiple computers)

•

A web cam

•

Speakers

•

Portable video device such as Flip or Kodak with tripod

•

Back up storage hard drive (don’t lose your hard work!)

•

Phone and fax (these are not necessary but some like to have it anyway)

Some things you want to do are make sure you’re not allowing distractions to
keep you from being productive. Having the TV on might not affect you – or you
could get so engrossed in the latest Headline News court trial that you’re glued to
the TV more than your own business!

Making Sure You Don’t Neglect Your Duties
We all have responsibilities in life. We have a responsibility to keep our homes
tidy, to take care of ourselves, to nurture our children, and to prosper financially
so that we’re supporting our own families.
You have to make sure that you’re organized enough to recognize if anything’s not
getting the love and attention it deserves – and that goes for your business just
like your own offspring.
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Make a list of personal and business tasks that you’d like to get done each day.
Don’t beat yourself up if you were overzealous in brainstorming and didn’t get to
cross off half of what you wrote down.
Just adjust for the next day so that you’ll know how much you can feasibly get
done in a 24-hour timespan. You may find that you’ve even underestimated
yourself.

WAH Doesn’t Mean Available 24/7
Here’s something very annoying that’s bound to happen to you:
You’re getting up and readying yourself for a productive work day and someone –
a spouse, a neighbor, a good friend – calls and asks you to do an errand for them.
Many people assume that because you have no boss to answer to, that it’s okay to
ask you to be at their beck and call.
You need to put a stop to this before it gets out of control. If you immediately
respond with, “Oh, I’m so sorry – I’m working on a big project right now,” it will
show them that they can’t assume you’ll be their errand boy (or girl).
If you start doing favors all around town for everyone, it will start a chain
reaction that has everyone calling on you when they need you to pick up their
kids or take their dry cleaning in for them or drop off their lunch that they forgot
to bring to the office.
As an entrepreneur, the best thing you can do for your business is take it
seriously. If you’re always doing things for others, then you won’t be building
anything solid for yourself.
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Plan Your Branding
We see it all the time with celebrities – branding that looks like a cute nickname,
when it’s really a whole lot more than that.
The Barefoot Contessa from the Food Network is a good example of branding.
You instantly get the image of a beautiful Italian woman leisurely cooking a
delicious homemade meal in the comfort of her own home.
30-Minute Meals is a brand that isn’t instantly connected to a person’s name, but
immediately, you grasp the concept – simple and easy. This would appeal to very
busy people.
Paula Deen used to be “The Lady and Sons” when she was starting out and had
her sons as part of her main business. She became so popular that her name
overshadowed her starting business brand.

Two Ways to Brand Your Business
You have a couple of options here. You can brand your business as a whole, or
you can brand each site and endeavor individually. There are pros and cons to
each.
It’d be nice to be the go to person for an umbrella niche – one that housed all of
your efforts in one namesake. But if you’re varying your business a little, it might
be hard.
For example, a site that’s on dog training and promotes tangible items on
Amazon won’t fit well with your Wedding Planning eBook.
It’s okay to have multiple brands. You might be the “Dog Training Aid Advisor” or
the “Wedding Wonder Woman” – but you can brand each site on its own.
If you feel uncomfortable about using your real name for a lot of different things,
then use pen names that you make up for the rest. Or brand it as a business entity
with an angle, not a name, such as:
•

Weddings Under $5,000

•

Fat Free Fare

•

Paintball Pro Guide

You get the idea.
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But I’m Not an Expert!
Some entrepreneurs (especially those new to online marketing) get very anxious
about being an expert – or I should say, not being an expert.
You don’t have to worry so much about your authority and expertise. You’re
going to tout it without having to be perfect. There’s no PhD required. No college
education required.
Now this might be more difficult to achieve in certain niches. For instance, if you
start trying to dispense serious medical advice on your website, you might have
some trouble with people wanting to verify your credentials.
But what expertise would you need to have with the weigh loss niche, for
example? You could enter into this niche without ever having had a weight
problem. Teach good, solid advice that’s not going to endanger anyone and you’ll
be fine.
Or, if you were once overweight and now have used certain methods to slim
down, share those with others and your own journey makes you an expert of
sorts.
Don’t try deceiving your customers. This isn’t worth it – and with the FTC
cracking down on scams, you don’t want to get caught having made false claims
that could get you into trouble.

Branding Through Social Networks
Social networking can be promising if you use it the right way. The problem is,
many marketers teach unethical branding methods and then you risk getting
banned or creating a bad reputation for yourself as a spammer.
There are two different types of social networks you can brand on. Some are
content-based and others are interactive with your audience.
Content-based social networks include sites like:
•

Squidoo

•

Hub Pages

•

Google Knol

Interactive social networking sites, where you’re watching a stream of posts and
commenting and sharing are sites like:
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•

Twitter

•

Facebook

•

Google Plus

These sites all have certain restrictions for their terms of service, so you want to
read those carefully. They may limit the number of links you can post, or keep
tabs on which topics you write about.
Some have special branding tools available to you. For example, you can create a
FaceBook fan page for your business. This is perfectly within their rules.
But if you go creating a profile for your page and start befriending and spamming
people, you’ll get shut down (and if they connect your real personal profile to it,
they may nix both of them!
Google Plus has said that everyone must use their real names, but they
understand the importance of branding, too. So while the site is still in its
infancy, they’re working to create branding pages for those who want to market.
This is good because it keeps the marketing separate from the friendly interaction
among users. Twitter is less strict about this type of communication, but they
don’t allow abuse of their network, either.
LinkedIn is a great place for you to join as a social media marketer. It can help
you network with others in the same or relevant niches, but it’s less about
reaching your core audience.
Whenever you’re using social media platforms for your networking and
marketing efforts, try to share a variety of informational resources. You can share
links, but don’t only share your own.
If you’re using forums as a platform for your marketing, then make sure you see if
you’re allowed to use a signature file, which is a way to hyperlink a short message
or image to your own site each time you make a post or reply to someone else’s.
On all of these sites, make sure that you brand your messages – with image and
text recognition wherever possible. We’ll get into that a bit more in just a minute.
Whatever you do, complete your profile on the sites. An incomplete profile can
hurt your branding abilities.
One thing that’s smart for you to do is implement a FriendFeed profile that pulls
all of your social media into one clean platform. So those who follow you can get
all of your information in one spot, rather than visit each web 2.0 site separately.
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Branding Through an Image
An image can represent you online. It’s great for your prospective customers to be
able to put a face or logo to the name of your business. Here are some of the
image opportunities you have to brand yourself online:
Avatars are the thumbnail images that are using in profiles on the web. If you
comment on someone’s blog, for example, then you may see your “gravatar” show
up next to your comment.
Site graphics like a header, foot, and background can help brand your business
online. You can order ordinary templates that brand your niche to some degree,
but they won’t be customized to help you build a specific brand name.
Video can even carry your brand image in it. You can create or order an
introduction and ending to insert into your videos. It could be a combination of
music with your logo and a tag line to introduce your video content.
Don’t try to use images that you create yourself if they appear unprofessional.
This is a business, so you want your brand to shine through – even on a
thumbnail!
You have options for ordering custom made branding images. You can go to
someone who specializes in that particular media format. For instance, there are
minisite designers who can create a “per site” brand for you for about $100 –
which includes:
•

Header

•

Footer

•

Background

•

Testimonial box

•

Opt in box

•

Order buttons

If you prefer to have designers come to you, then consider placing a project on a
site like Elance.com where people can bid on your project and you can browse
portfolios.
If you’re using your own picture as an avatar or other image, consider what type
of image you want to project. You may even want to get a professional to
photograph you.
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Branding Through Text
Branding also comes in the form of the content that you post online. You should
always be thinking about what you want your brand to project. Unless your
intention is controversy, try to watch what you say under your brand’s profiles.
Regardless of what your niche is, you want to project authority and expertise in
your niche – even if you’re new to it! There’s nothing wrong with being honest
and saying:
•

“I’m going to conduct a review of ___________ and tell you what my
thoughts are!” [affiliate marketing]

•

“I was tired of not being able to find good information on __________, so I
scoured everything and compiled the best data I could find on _________ so
that you don’t have to!” [info product creation]

•

“I’m just starting out ghostwriting online, but my passion for non fiction
writing surpasses my client list right now – which means my schedule is open
for YOU!” [services]

Keep track of any and all publicity that your brand receives and toot your own
horn about it. If someone on another blog writes something positive about you,
then talk about it and link to their blog so they can see the kudos for themselves.
Make sure you have an easy contact format for people to get ahold of you to
discuss your brand. This could result in interviews on many formats – radio, TV,
and other online sites.
Complete your “About” page on your site. Some people neglect this or simply give
a short paragraph on what the company is, but a good About page goes into detail
about the brand and what its goals are.
Set up a Google Alert so that you can get instant notification of whenever
someone posts about your name or your brand name. This way if there’s a fire,
you can put it out and if it’s something positive, you can help create a buzz about
it. Implement these ideas, too:
•

Offer to guest blog on other people’s sites.

•

Put out a newsletter that has tips, emphasizing your expertise.

•

Get yourself published via CreateSpace and Kindle.

Personal branding for your name or a business entity can help further your online
profits – much more than if you leave it to fate to make your site the one a
consumer happens to buy from.
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Plan Your List Building
Over and over again, you’re going to hear, “The gold is in the list!” You hear that
and instantly get worried because you don’t HAVE a list. Well that’s an easy thing
to fix.
The problem starts when people don’t build their list the right way, or they abuse
their list just to tap into that “gold” and watch as it dwindles down and dries up
because you let word get around that you’re nothing but a product pusher.
So we’re going to go over five things you need to know about list building, and
we’ll start with how you view this whole opportunity of communication with your
customers and prospects.

Nailing Down Your Purpose
Are you seeing dollar signs because you’re envious of the top marketers who have
100,000 people on their lists? Let me be frank with you – size of your list isn’t
what determines your profits.
Many of the top marketers in terms of list size perform very poorly on
conversions when they blast a promotion to their list. Why do you think this is? It
isn’t because the offer isn’t any good in some cases.
What happens is, marketers get greedy and do whatever they can to build up their
list numbers, some even sharing names when they’ve previously promised not to!
And some, when trusted enough by a consumer to have their name and email
address, see one form of success and decide to milk their list for all it’s worth,
turning from helpful guide to product pusher.
Your first step should be in knowing what the purpose of your list is – and it isn’t
to make money. That will come naturally. Your goal is twofold:
a.) Help people.
You’re possibly in the mindset of helping yourself right now. That’s
understandable. But realize that it’s personally rewarding to help others with
whatever issues they may have – and word naturally spread, helping you make
money in the process.
b.) Position yourself as an authority.
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When you create value and help people, they tend to start regarding you as an
expert in your field. You could be the first to even explain something that’s been
around awhile – in a way that many people prefer over what’s already on the
market!

Creating Automated Lesson Plans
There are two types of email autoresponders that will go out with your list
building efforts – follow-ups and broadcasts. You want to fill your follow-up
queue so that you’re contacting the subscriber every 4th day or so.
This helps them maintain their recognition of you, it gives you more
opportunities to brand yourself as a helpful authority figure, and it opens the
door to them welcoming your occasional promotions, too.
You’ll start with a simple welcome email to your list. This doesn’t have to be
anything earth shattering. If you’ve offered a freebie in your opt in box area, then
make sure they have the download link to it here.
If you offered a series of emails, then go ahead and add those seven
communications right away, so that they get what you promised to them. Never
offer anything and start list building without having it in place already.
What happens if you promise a series of weekly email lessons and you get lazy
and quit at week 12? Your prospect will feel let down and you’ll lose points for the
reputation you’ve been building with those initial contacts.
Emails don’t have to be long. They can be half of a printed page (about 250
words) or longer, depending on whether or not you’re promising to send a full
newsletter.
You can find topics for your follow up emails just by using the free Google
keyword tool. Type in the broadest keyword for your niche. Let’s use dog
training as an example.
When I type in dog training, I get results that show me what a good series of
follow up emails could be about, including:
•

Potty training

•

Chewing issues

•

Guard dogs

Each email could be a unique lesson according to what has the most searches or
whatever you find most interesting.
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You can also use things like Yahoo Answers or Cha Cha to find topics to put in
your email autoresponder, and forums provide good sleuthing opportunities to
see what people in your niche want to know.

Knowing When to Push Promotions
You can promote inside your follow up emails or use the broadcast email system
to blast out a one-time promotion. Or, use a combination of tactics. One good
way to do it is this:
Use your follow-ups to promote evergreen items that you feel will be around for a
long time. As the months and years pass, you don’t want to have to revisit each
follow up email to tweak it for what has recently fallen out of favor with your
niche.
Whatever you do, ignore the advice to sell, sell, and sell some more!
Not every email needs to be a product push. Some marketers will tell you that
you’re leaving money on the table – that’s okay. It’s more important to focus on
building brand loyalty because then you’re able to sell to one person many times
rather than trying to find a new person to sell to every single day (that’s much
harder!).
So when DO you promote products?
•

Whenever there’s something timely you need to tell your subscribers about
(like a special that ends in 48 hours, for example).

•

Whenever you have a perk to offer them (like a special discount coupon they
can use to buy something).

•

Whenever you’ve finished reviewing a product and want to give your final
stance on it.

•

Whenever something new is released and they may not know about it.

It’s a good idea to listen to your subscribers and check their pulse on product
promotions. If you start getting a bunch of unsubscribes, and they’re telling you
that all you do is promote, you might want to consider cutting back to see if your
list retention improves.

Should You Go With Free or Paid Tools?
When you go into business, you’re going to want to invest in certain things. One
of them will be a list building tool. The messages that we discussed previously can
all be done before you spend a penny.
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You may be tempted to start with a free list building tool – and to be honest, if
the bill collectors are at your door right now, then be smart and go with free – like
MailChimp.
However, know that there are limitations (not only in size of your list but
sometimes topics that can be discussed) when using something free. Some free
autoresponder tools might throw in ads that you don’t want.
There are several paid yet very affordable (less than $20/month) email
autoresponder tools like Aweber and GetResponse.
Some companies will charge one flat monthly fee for using their service. Others
may have a monthly charge that increases as your list grows. For example, you
might have up to 10,000 people on your list for $20/month and then have to pay
$50/month for the next 10,000 subscribers.

Long Term Growth for Your List
To keep building your list, you’ll need to continue working on the traffic
generation strategies we’ll discuss later in this guide. Make sure you don’t just
send your traffic to a sales page but to a squeeze page (where your opt in box
resides) first.
Once they’re on your list, you’ll be able to court them into having a viable
marketing relationship with you. But if you send them to a sales page, they could
be gone forever.
Why am I even discussing list building when you don’t yet have a business model
to pursue? It’s because too many people fail right out of the gate by not starting to
build their list on day 1.
They wait, and wait and wait – until suddenly they’ve been in the game for too
long and don’t realize that list building is the reason they’re failing – they make
one time sales on occasion but can’t ever repeat the sale – and that’s simply not
enough to live on.
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Plan to Be of Service First
If your situation is one where money is a pressing matter (it’s not always that way
for some who just have an interest in working from home), then services are the
fastest route to making money.
The premise of offering services is this:
You are not yet experienced and successful online. But there are MANY who are.
And they range on levels of success – some make multi millions. Others make
enough to survive on and are trying to grow their business but simply can’t
without a bit of extra help to free up some of their time.
So you step in to alleviate their time management woes. You’re going to either be
doing things they don’t have time for – OR, taking over tasks they don’t know
HOW to do (like some people can’t write).
I have some warnings for you with services that you need to heed:
•

They will feed off of your desperation – so keep it under wraps. If you post a
bid on a project or approach a prospective client BEGGING for work, they’ll
get you to charge the very least amount possible, knowing you’ll take it.

•

You can’t be afraid to stand up for yourself just because they know more than
you about the online marketplace. For example – let’s say you get hired to
ghostwrite an eBook.
You write it, but before you get paid, the marketer tells you that he doesn’t
want you to deliver it in Word or TXTX but in HTML – so that his entire site
is fully formatted for him and ready to upload.
This isn’t a ghostwriting gig – it’s writing paired with website creation! Tell
him either “No, I only deliver the content,” or, “Sure – but the website
creation aspect will cost you an additional $____.”
The sad thing is, some shady marketers actually teach others how to rip off
service providers, so stand firm. It will NOT impact your earnings.

•

They ALL need their deliverables yesterday. Every marketer will try to rush
you. This is because most service providers are notoriously late. So they feel
like if they rush you, then maybe they’ll get their stuff on time. Let them know
a delivery date up front and if they can’t accept that, let them find someone
else.
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So now we’re going to look at a few services that you can offer to fellow Internet
marketers. You could have a site offering just one service, or mix and match a few
offers.
If you want to, you can grow your own service business by bringing on a few other
trusted service providers. You take in the money and keep a small percentage and
then pay them the remainder.

Ghostwriting
This is the most predominant service marketers are after online. So many people
can’t write, or have no time to whip up content. They need content for many
things, including:
•

Info products to sell (like eBooks)

•

Blogs

•

Website content

•

Squeeze pages

•

Email autoresponders

•

Article directories

•

Guest blog spots

•

Viral reports (like free opt ins and sneak peek PDFs)

And the great thing is, very few marketers only have one niche. So a single client
could yield dozens upon dozens of projects for you in a wide variety of niche
markets!
Now you may have some questions – like, “Is my writing good enough?” Writing
online is a far different world than writing for a professor in college. It’s
conversational – look at this guide you’re reading now – could you write in an
easy manner like this?
What can you earn ghostwriting? Well you might get scared off when you see a
few people charging $4 per page. But most viable marketers don’t hire these
people – they feel there’s a direct correlation between the price and the quality of
the deliverables.
Most brand new ghostwriters start off charging about $7 per page (a page has
about 430 words on it). You can raise your per page rates very quickly, but the
key is to build yourself a reputation as a service provider who:
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•

Writes unique content. So many writers simply rip off other people’s content.
Please don’t do this – they can easily check it for uniqueness using free and
paid tools online.

•

Delivers good, quality writing. It doesn’t have to be mind-blowing, but it
should be something that flows in a good order and makes sense.

•

Delivers on time. As I mentioned before, most ghostwriters are notoriously
late. The key is to give yourself some leeway for personal problems that might
interrupt your schedule. Don’t overdo it either – shoot for a daily per page
completion under what you really think you can accomplish. If you finish
early – the client will be very impressed.

•

Learns enough about the business that they can help brainstorm. If you’re
hired to write an eBook, for example, the client will be very impressed if, when
he tells you he needs an opt in report but can’t think of a topic, you come up
with one off the top of your head! Try to learn about the client’s niche so you
can be of service and not make him think of everything.

It’s not all just about quality. The other aspects are just as important. If you start
doing things that other ghostwriters fail to do, you’ll quickly become the go-to
person for content and you’ll have a client waiting list!
Where can you find ghostwriting gigs? There are several different ways to
approach this – three that you can combine or pick from.
The first way is for those on a budget. If you can’t afford anything at all, then
simple sign up for free in a forum like Warrior Forum or other place where
marketer’s hang out and start posting and interacting.
Get to know people there and spread by word of mouth the fact that you’re
looking to write for others. You can even approach some experienced marketers
and offer to do a free page for them so they can test the waters with you.
The second method is to sign up on a site like Elance. This is a bidding site
where you’ll set up a profile and portfolio and you’ll bid on projects that are
posted by marketers.
For example, a marketer may post a project for a 50-page eBook. You can then
bid on it (maybe $350 to start you off with some good feedback ratings – more
positive ratings mean more projects awarded to you). The project will be awarded
to the person the marketer wants to hire based on bid amount and quality of
portfolio.
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The last method you can use to find work is to create your own website. It’s not
expensive to get a domain ($10 a year) and hosting ($10-20 a month). And then
you could install a free WordPress blog on it and have an order form built in!
What do I need to get started? The only thing you really need is a portfolio. Don’t
worry – it doesn’t matter if you’ve never had a single client. You can create a
simple portfolio by creating excerpts for them to browse.
Have a page on your site or a document you can send to people that has half page
articles inside on a variety of niche topics. You might choose something like this:
•

One health article

•

One pet article

•

One financial article (Forex, insurance, etc.)

•

One relationship article

•

One marketing article (it can be simple like “working at home”)

This gives them a sense of where your strengths lie and it shows them you’re
versatile – because remember, most of them will have multiple niche markets
and prefer to work with ONE ghostwriter who can do it all!

Building Backlinks
Backlinks are considered off-page SEO (search engine optimization). Marketers
like to have other sites linking in to their own domain because in the eyes of
Google and other search engines, it makes it appear as an authority site.
People will pay you to build backlinks for them and it’s often quick and easy work
– such as creating a profile in a forum and on the profile page, making a
hyperlink that points to their domain.

Blogging
Many marketers love the fact that a blog feeds content to Google and other search
bots on a regular basis. Frequent posting means frequent indexing into the search
engines.
But blogging can be tedious. You have to whip up content, put it into the new
post, format it, add any multi media like video embed codes, etc., and then
publish it and ping it for the RSS feeds.

Customer Service
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The big time marketers need all of the helping hands they can get. When their
emails reach a flow they can’t handle, then they’ll look for a customer service rep
who can learn the backend of their business and help meet the needs of their
customers.
You can approach marketers individually or start some word of mouth buzz about
being the go to customer service assistant for marketers. You’ll need to compare
pay on this one but it should be a salary or hourly wage.

Social Networking
Web 2.0 (and 3.0 now that Google Plus has arrived) is making it virtually
impossible for marketers to succeed without creating a sense of interaction with
their niche community.
Marketers need things like:
•

Facebook fan pages

•

Twitter feeds

•

Squidoo lenses

•

Hub Pages

•

Google Knols

•

Google Plus feedback

•

FriendFeed fodder

If you can go make a few of these to showcase your skills, then you might be able
to create a service offering the social networking management of some of the
most up and coming marketers out there.

Forum Population
Forum posts send a lot of traffic to marketers’ websites. But the ones who are
busy with product creation and networking can’t sit there finding and building a
reputation in forums. You can offer this service and make a bundle helping them
build their brand.

Virtual Assistant
A VA, as they’re known, does a little bit of everything. If the marketer has a 1-800
number, then the VA might take calls for them. She might set up domains and
register hosting.
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Your VA services can be charged by the hour or per project – you have to decide
what’s right for you. And the great thing is, you can be a virtual assistant for more
than one marketer at a time if the tasks allow for it.

Don’t Let Services End Your Work at Home Journey
Some people start with a service, like ghostwriting, and continue writing until
they finally retire. But what happens once you no longer want to work? Without a
corporate retirement package, you may not be able to make ends meet.
So it’s important that along the way, you make YOURSELF a client. All of those
tasks you were offering to others – do those for a business model of your own that
will provide residual earnings for you over time.
For example:
•

Pick an evergreen niche – this is one that will be around for an endless time,
such as wedding planning or weight loss.

•

Create an info product to sell to that niche market.

•

Become an affiliate to cross promote other people’s products.

•

Set up joint ventures with other marketers in that niche

The problem with most service providers is – they never make time for
themselves. It’s too easy to be tempted by money you can be paid RIGHT NOW
by someone else than work toward something that will pay off one day.
We’re going to cover some other business models that you can build. Maybe give
yourself one day a week that’s devoted to growing your own business. You don’t
want to work for every single dollar for the rest of your life – you want to have
some income on autopilot.
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Plan Your Own Info Product Creation
Having your own info product is intimidating. You may question your expertise
or think no one would buy an eBook from you – but you’re probably wrong on all
counts.
Print publications are slowly going the way of the dinosaurs – toward extinction.
More people get their news and information online, or via their mobile electronic
devices, such as iPads, smart phones, and ereaders.
This is bad news for media companies based in print, but it’s wonderful news for
people who can now self publish their creations without having to go through the
grueling process of traditional publishing houses.
An info product can be created and sold on your own site, or you can put it on
Amazon for print order (they’ll print it on demand each time it’s ordered). It can
also be housed and available for Kindle readers.
So we’re going to go over the main steps you’ll need to know. You can dig down
deeper into it if you decide this is a business model you want to pursue. But try
not to neglect info product publishing forever – because it really enhances your
authority.

Pick a Niche
First of all, I don’t want you to think that old rule, “write what you know” applies
here. The marketers creating their own info products often pick a niche they
know nothing about – because you’re going to be doing the readers a service as
you create this guide.
Your lack of knowledge is sometimes a boost. If you know nothing about a topic,
it means you (or your ghostwriter) will be digging into research – and your
creation can be more up to date than someone set in his or her way of thinking
about the topic.
So what niche do you write about? It helps to brainstorm a little bit. Start by
doing the following and jot down a list that are possible niche topics for you:
•

Go to ClickBank.com and view the marketplace to see what others are selling.

•

Go to PayDotCom.com and do the same.

•

Go to BN.com to see what non-fiction books are out there.
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•

Do the same at Amazon.com.

•

Look at various PLR stores to see what PLR topics are being produced (and if
they show how many remain available, which ones are selling out).

•

Off the top of your head, list a few topics you already feel that you know more
than someone who knows NOTHING about it does.

•

List some topics you WANT to know about, but don’t know a thing about.

Narrow it down until you have a good niche topic you feel inspired about.
Remember, you’re going to be attached to this for a LONG time, creating a LOT
of content for it – so don’t choose something you think you’ll burn out on quickly
and easily.

Do Some Keyword Research
Now sometimes you’ll think of a niche and you feel it’s something everyone will
want to know. But when you conduct your keyword research, you come to realize
that no one is searching for information on that topic.
Keyword research shows you search volume. If there are zero searches, or too
few, then it won’t be worth pursuing this niche.
Go to your free Google keyword tool. Or, buy a paid keyword tool that will
give you more detailed data if you have the funds available. Type in the broadest
keyword or phrase you can think of for your niche.
For example, let’s use “wedding planning” as your niche – the keyword you use
might be “wedding” since it’s the broadest one available. Type it without quotes
and conduct a search.
Order the results for Global Monthly Searches from most to least. Start reviewing
the keyword list to see what all people want to know about your topic. With
wedding planning, my list might look like this:
•

Attire

•

Invitations

•

Locations

•

Rings

•

Pictures

•

Cakes
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•

Receptions

•

Bands

•

Favors

And the list could go on for miles. But this quick list shows you the topics you’ll
need to have inside of your own info product. Then you organize the topics that
flow logically in order and create your content from there!

Draft an Outline
It’s best to work with an outline. You can have a chapter, and then create subheadings – sort of like I’m using inside this very guide. Feel free to put as many
levels in your outline draft as you want to – but you can have nothing more than
the main chapter headings if you prefer, too.
Let’s use an example from above. Let’s take Cakes as our example. Your chapter
heading might be this:
“Wedding Cake Planning for the Bride and Groom”
You could have subtitles easily created just by going to your keyword tool again
and looking up wedding cake to see what shows up. Make a list for subheadings
like this:
•

Toppers

•

Stands

•

Photos

•

Designs

•

Bakery

•

Price

Then take that list and do another keyword search – let’s look up the wedding
cake topper for our next list and we get this:
•

Funny

•

Custom

•

Monogram
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•

Beach

•

Cheap

•

Military

•

Firefighter

•

Crystal

•

Western

•

Make your own

When I saw this list, what I could do is group the items. So I might have a subsection in this chapter about wedding cake toppers – and then separate the
information into themes (where military and western might go), materials (where
make your own and crystal might go), and custom (where monogram might be).
Keyword tools do a lot of the research work for you. You just have to dig down
deeper and deeper and look at what the consumer’s demands are.

Create the Product
This is where many would-be marketers freeze like a deer in headlights. You don’t
have to be scared. Let me take the pressure off of you – this info product creation
stuff?
It can all be edited.
So if Joe Doe emails to tell you that you’re the worst writer he’s ever read because
on page 13 of your eBook, you botched the spelling of a simple word – you just
open up that Word doc, edit it, reformat it into a PDF and upload it.
Nothing’s set in stone with this eBook stuff, so don’t sweat it! Plus, I guarantee
there are many other writers who are worse than you out there cranking out
eBooks and making sales from them.
How long does your info product need to be? As long as it needs to be! Don’t
shoot for a blanket 50 pages or 100 pages. Just write until you’ve exhausted the
information and you’re sure your readers will be impressed and convinced they’re
not left with unanswered questions.
If necessary, you can outsource the product creation to a ghostwriter – but always
double check the content inside to make sure they didn’t steal it from someone
else.
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Turn It Into a PDF
You want to turn your document into a PDF file. This is the usual format for your
info product. I also want to mention here that you don’t have to create a textbased product at ALL!
In fact, if you want to use audio or video, go for it! But most people still use PDF
content for info products, so that’s where you can start the easy way.
You can use Adobe – either bought for your desktop or the online service version
– to turn your Word document into a PDF file. Once it’s converted, download it to
your computer in a file where you know where it is.

Zip and Host It
Right click on your PDF file and choose “send to zip.” Then log into your hosting
account (Hostgator is a common one) and upload it in a product called
something like 83756Products3862 so that hackers can’t easily find your
download area.

Put It on a Mini Site
Minisites are little one page websites that house a sales letter on them. They’re
designed with a header (the block at the top of your screen), a footer (located at
the bottom), a background, a testimonial box, an eCover image, and an order
button!
Look at almost any of the ClickBank marketplace products and you’ll see what a
minisite looks like.
You can create these yourself, but if you’re not good at graphics, then the person
who lands there might view you as unprofessional.
Minisites can range in cost from $100 packages to thousands of dollars. You can
also go to Elance.com as a buyer and post a project and browse portfolios of
designers to see if you can get something more in line with your budget.

Put It on Other Ordering Hot Spots
You’re not restricted to your own minisite when selling your info product. Make
sure you use Createspace to put it in the Amazon.com book section and add it
onto their Kindle area, too!
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Plan to Tap Into Affiliate Marketing
Earnings
So right now in your planning stages, you know where you can start with services
or your own info product. But eventually, you’ll want to add affiliate marketing to
the mix.
Some people even start with this, but I believe it’s vital to:
a.) Take the money pressure off with services that pay fast and…
b.) Launch your own product rather than having to rely on others to meet the
needs of the marketplace.

Pick Your Niche
You have two choices here. You can go into the same niche as an affiliate you’re in
with your own info product. Or, you can pick a completely new niche to go into.
Or even do a combination of the two!
The good thing about promoting as an affiliate for the niche you’re already in is
that you’ll be building a list for that niche. So if you find another product that
would meet their needs, sale would be easier to get with a group of proven
buyers.
Don’t worry if the product directly competes with yours. Many people buy up
several resources on topics because they have unique viewpoints or teach
methods a completely different way.
For example, let’s say you were in the Internet marketing niche. Your guide
teaches people how to get traffic to their site using free social networks. You build
a list of 1,000 buyers who adore your strategy.
You could still later go to them and say, “I found a great product that teaches
traffic via a paid route, which isn’t what I teach, but something you may want to
test out.”
Traffic to their site could double and you’ve been the bridge that connected a
prospective buyer to the seller, so you earn a commission from that (usually 50%,
but sometimes more – or less).

Don’t Ruin the Trust Your Followers Have in You
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After you pick a niche, it means you have to pick a product (or several) to
promote. This is where it’s crucial that you have your subscribers’ best interest at
heart.
You may have the most honest and ethical product on the market, but not
everyone does. So if you blindly promote anything, everything, and anyone, it
could ruin the reputation you worked so hard to create.
The only way to truly know if the product is worth recommending to anyone –
subscriber or not – is to download it yourself and see if it has value. Many
product owners will give you a free review copy if you just ask.
If you promote things just because there’s a big launch happening or some buddy
of yours asked you to (but you know it’s not top quality), your followers will
consider you less of an authority and your opinion will matter less and less.

Learn How to Write Reviews
Reviews can best be written when you’re a real buyer who spent your own hard
earned money on a product – and you implemented it and now want to share
those results.
This is the same formula whether it’s a dog training guide, weight loss eBook, or
marketing course.
You don’t want to share the secrets of the course – that wouldn’t be a fair thing to
do to the product owner, and you’d be shooting yourself in the foot with product
sales.
But you can make a daily blog post as you implement something and chat about
the results (or lack thereof) that you’re getting. Talk about the good and the bad.
Don’t be afraid that pointing out the negatives will ruin your sales.
It actually makes your review more honest and realistic. And don’t write up those
phony negatives such as, “The only thing wrong with this course is that it ended
and I want more!”
Your readers will see right through that.

Know How to Set Up Your Traffic Funnel
As an affiliate, I don’t want you to send all of your traffic from the links you plan
around the web directly to the product owner’s sales page. This is a common
mistake most rookie affiliates make.
What you want are long-term affiliate earnings. So follow me through this
scenario:
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You take the time to create a page on a blog in your niche. You write up an article,
maybe make a nice video to go with it. You link directly to the sales page of the
product you’re promoting.
A visitor lands on your blog page from Google and sees the link on your blog. He
clicks it and goes to the product owner’s sales page and buys. You make a 50%
commission.
Your relationship with this customer ends here. The product owner, however, has
the customer’s email address and can continue marketing to him or her for years
to come.
Now let’s look at a different scenario:
You take the time to create a page on a blog in your niche. You write up an article,
maybe make a nice video to go with it. You link somewhere in the article to a page
that has a freebie for your visitor if they enter their name and email address.
A visitor lands on your blog page from Google and sees the link on your blog. He
clicks it and goes to YOUR squeeze page. He wants that freebie and enters his
name and email address.
A few days later you email him with a warm message and a link to the product
that you want to promote. He clicks through (because your freebie was so good
that he trusts you a bit). He buys the product and you get 50% commission.
The monetary result is somewhat the same – you get that 50% commission. But
instead of the product owner enjoying your customer’s buying abilities for the
rest of their time spent interested in this niche, you BOTH get the honor of
communicating with the customer.
You can go on to recommend more products to them and increase the value of
that one lead from a single sale to possibly dozens. It’s far easier to work with an
established list than to try to scrounge up new leads on a daily basis.

Watch Conversions and Refunds
You don’t want to blindly promote things without knowing how it’s working for
you. Conversions are how well (or poorly) your traffic converts from a click
through into a sale.
For example, if you make 1 sale for every 100 people you send to a site, then you
have a 1% conversion rate. A decent one is said to be 2-4% but some products will
give you a 30% conversion – especially if you’ve developed a good relationship
with your subscribers or readers and they trust your opinion.
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If a site isn’t converting at all, then you may want to find someone else’s product
to promote. You can still use the same content – but just swap out the affiliate
links to point to the new item.
Just as you watch conversions, you also want to watch refunds. If you’re enjoying
a nice conversion and suddenly your refund rate is soaring through the roof, you
need to find out what the problem is!
If you reviewed the product and it was wonderful, then the problem could be
coming from elsewhere. It could be that the product owner isn’t supporting his
buyers properly.
Maybe he doesn’t answer support emails, or doesn’t deliver on some of the
promises he made in the course. If so, drop him like a hot potato after telling him
what’s wrong and giving him the opportunity to make it right.
Or perhaps he gets your subscribers on his list and then bombards them with
daily product promotions of his own as an affiliate – which angers your list and
makes them refund their purchase completely.
Again, contact the owner and tell him what the source of the complaints is after
polling your subscribers to get their feedback. If he won’t change, then make him
suffer the loss of an affiliate.

Set Yourself Up to Have Product Owners Coming to YOU
Just because you’re an affiliate, it doesn’t mean you can’t be THE go-to person in
your niche as an affiliate. If you grow your review site of products big enough,
you’ll have people begging you to review their product – sometimes for a fee
they’ll pay you on top of the affiliate commissions, too!
Just don’t get blinded by money and accept offers to review things in a less than
100% honest manner. Your subscribers and readers come first. Take care of them
and they will reward you with their loyalty by purchasing through your link.
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Plan to Include Ad Revenue in Your
Business
When you’re doing things like blogging about your products (or someone else’s),
there’s going to be room in the sidebar area for you to put things. Some people
put an opt in box there, links to their social networking profiles, or hyperlinked
images to the products they sell.
But don’t forget about using the space for ad revenue, too. Blogs in particular can
be high traffic entities, so publishers and product owners love the idea of placing
their ads on your blog.
Most people know these are not personal endorsements by you. If anyone asks,
just be honest and let them know that’s a paid ad spot. There are two methods
you can use to fill the ad space in your blog – or static website – AdSense and
Direct Sales.

It Just Makes Good AdSense
This is a very quick and easy way to get ads set up on your website. AdSense is a
program owned by Google where product owners pay people like you have their
ads on your site.
You don’t get a flat fee, but rather earn money for every instance when a visitor
on your blog clicks through to the product owner’s site.
The money you earn depends on what the topic is. Some topics pay a lot of money
per click (like insurance, for example). Others pay just a few cents – which can
add up if you have a lot of targeted traffic.
You have to be careful to follow all of the rules that companies set up for AdSense
earnings. You can’t, for example, tell people to click on your link. That’s
considered fraud!
To get signed up, you’ll go to Google’s AdSense program and enter your domain
and other info, such as what language your site is in. You’ll agree to some terms
and then enter the method for which you want to get paid.
You’ll get paid once a month – via check or direct deposit into your bank.
You also have some semblance of control over what ads appear. For example, you
can filter out certain competitive ads if there are companies you don’t want
siphoning off your blog traffic.
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Once your account is approved by AdSense, you’ll be ready to place your first set
of code on your site.
Here’s how to get your code prepared:
•

Click on AdSense Setup

•

Choose what kind of ads you want – AdSense for content, search, RSS feeds,
domains, mobile content, or applications. To put ads on your site, choose
AdSense for content.

•

Choose the Ad unit – you have the option to ask for text only, image only, or a
mix of the two or go with the Link unit, which is a series of hyperlinks placed
on your site instead.

•

Choose which format you want. This indicates the size and position of your
ad. Do you want a large horizontal banner or a small button? Something in
between? A nice vertical box? Choose whichever size you want on this step.

•

Pick the color pallet that best matches your site. You want it to blend in nicely.
Or, some marketers like it to stand out and be more noticeable.

•

Choose the font options you prefer.

•

Pick the corner styles (do you want the ads rounded on the corners, or
square?).

•

Make a decision about what you want AdSense to do if there are zero relevant
ads to run in that space. For example, you can have them show a blank space,
show some other ads that aren’t from Google, or fill in the space with a solid
color.

•

Next, add a channel with your domain name so that you can see where the
clicks are coming from. This may not matter if you only have one site, but
once your business grows into something with multiple domains, you’ll want
to know if one site is outperforming all others in AdSense revenue.

•

On the last screen, click the Submit and Get Code button. The code you see
there will be copied by you.

Once you have your code, it’ll be time to get it strategically placed on your blog or
site. Here are the instructions for loading the code into your blog so that it shows
up in a sidebar:
•

Go to your blog and log into your dashboard.

•

Click Appearance and then Widgets
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•

Drag a Text widget over to your sidebar (you can drag this around if you
decide you want it placed somewhere else).

•

Paste the code you copied from AdSense into the text widget and save and
then close the widget.

•

Check your site to see if there’s a block of space there. The ad won’t show just
yet – you can come back later to see it once it’s gone live. But you should see a
blank area.

Never, ever, ever click on your own ads. And don’t ask others (your parents,
cousins, and long lost friends) to do it, either. Google will ban your account in an
instant and there’s almost no way to ever get it back.

Selling Ad Space on Your Sites
Selling ad space will usually be an option once you get your traffic flowing in on a
regular basis. Ad buyers will want to see stats of your site – and you can usually
prove this by using a free tool called Google Analytics.
You can sell ad space in your sidebar, for example. You’ll do the very same thing
in order to place the ad that you did with AdSense, only you’ll have the customer
give you the code.
They may want a text hyperlink or an image ad.
Don’t let them have control over exactly what’s in the ad – set a few parameters.
For example, you may restrict racy images for a dating site ad if you have an
innocent parental site.
And don’t let them include text on the ad that makes it look as if it’s a personal
recommendation coming from you.
What do you charge?
For this question, it’s going to depends on many factors – not just traffic. You’re
going to want to see how competitive pricing is for ads in your niche. You might
even contact some competitors of yours and ask them what they would charge for
ad space.
Because traffic is what ties all business models in the Internet marketing world
together, it’s important that you learn as much as possible about pulling in the
right kind of visitors, so let’s move on to that topic now.
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Plan Your Traffic
Traffic is the holy grail of Internet marketing – if you know how to get it, then you
can probably find a way to succeed in Internet Marketing. Problem is, everyone
wants it to just “happen” and no one wants to work for it.
We’re going to go over a great plan of attack for your traffic needs. You can pick
and choose from methods you prefer and combine whatever you want. The only
thing I ask is, try to test each method at least once – just so you know what
worked and what didn’t with your niche needs.

Get a Traffic Strategy in Place
Keywords are extremely important for getting traffic to your site. This is how you
pull traffic into your site. When Googlebots come to index your site, they’re going
to be analyzing it for keyword usage.
You never want to stuff a lot of keywords purposely because you can get penalized
by the search engines for doing that. But you do want to be strategic about it.
Keep a spreadsheet where you track the various keywords you’ve used in your
blog posts. When you have an idea for a post, visit the spreadsheet to see if there’s
a keyword phrase that would fit in nicely.
For example, let’s say you were in the dating niche. You want to do a blog post
about how older women are now dating younger men quite often now. You look
in your spreadsheet and see the phrase “cougar dating” has over 60,000 monthly
global searches – so work that into your title and a couple of times in your post.
Blog frequently to make the most of your traffic abilities on your site. Google and
other search engines love blogs and they will time their visits to your site based
on how often you post.
For example, they might start off coming around every 3 weeks. Then they see
that you’re posting weekly – so they decide to come weekly. If you post daily,
they’ll come daily. And if you post several times a day, they’ll be roaming your
blog and able to index your new posts in mere minutes.
Indexing, by the way, means your page is now findable in the search engine. So if
you’re posting a lot and you make that new “cougar dating” post, your page could
be the one chosen to be shown at the top of the SERPs in a very short period of
time.
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Google Plus
Google Plus is currently in trial mode and closed to new sign ups – unless you
can find someone to invite you in. But once you get in, you can set up an “About”
page in your profile, and interact with people in your niche!
Remember, it’s important not to be a spammer on ANY of the social networking
sites. Do your best to be a valued member who contributes to the discussions and
provides thought-provoking information yourself.
It’s a mix of all sorts of networking features. You can even hold a video chat on
the site where you and your target audience all “hang out” together on video!

Facebook
Facebook has a variety of traffic options for you to take advantage of. It’s against
the terms of service to have more than one profile page. But that shouldn’t stop
you from having a business fan page!
Create a fan page for people to “like” and that way they can follow you on their
wall. You need to keep updating your fan page frequently, though – or the traffic
will die down and your page won’t be useful.
A fan page lets you post links, videos and pictures just like you would on a blog.
But it’s not the only way to build a traffic stream from the site. You can also opt to
use their paid advertising feature.
Ads on Facebook are nice because you can choose the location, age and interests
of the people you target. If your product is only applicable for people in America,
then you can filter it so that it doesn’t show the ads to UK Facebook users.
You set a daily budget and pay only when someone clicks through on the ad. This
is similar to the way you earned money by placing AdSense ads on your blog or
website.

Twitter
Some people mistakenly ignore Twitter because they worry about how much
marketing they could do in just 140 characters. But the reality is – a lot of traffic
can come your way through Twitter!
Not only can you post messages (including links) to your Twitter stream, but
those messages can get Retweeted to more people if your followers hit the
Retweet button for you.
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Make sure you treat your Twitter followers the same way you would followers on
other social networks. Watch the feed and interact with them on their posts.
Retweet some of their posts, too.
Don’t just market to them. Have a good mix of personality in your Twitter stream
to create a stronger brand loyalty. Let them get to know the person behind the
account.

LinkedIn
LinkedIn used to be known as a social network to conduct job searches and
network more within the corporate realm. But it can be so much more than that
for you.
Fill out your complete LinkedIn profile and make sure you include a viral freebie
download on it to help build a bigger following. People will look to see who’s
linked to who, and you’ll see your contact list grow quickly.

FriendFeed
This social networking tool is a wonderful way to organize the chatter you get
from all of the social networking sites you’ll belong to. Everything comes into one
stream for you to review, so you don’t have to site hop!
But it works the same way for YOUR followers. You can enter all of your own
social streams here and they can follow you in one area, rather than chase down
all of your posts across the web.

Bookmarking Sites
Bookmarking is a great way to get your links shared by others. You can sign up
for a bunch of different bookmarking sites, but start with one – like del.icio.us.
You’ll enter a link to a page on your site, post a short description, and add some
additional information.
Others can see what you’ve shared. And then they too can share it. But you don’t
want to be viewed as a spammer. You want to create a healthy mix of link posts –
bookmark some sites that aren’t yours.
Other beneficial bookmarking sites include:
•

StumbleUpon

•

Digg

•

Reddit
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•

Technorati

•

Clipmarks

Bookmarking can also be outsourced to people like virtual assistants. Or, you can
sometimes buy a package that includes a certain number of bookmarks across the
web.

Guest Blog Posting
You already know that blogging – and blogging frequently – is a boon to your
sites when it comes to traffic. But you can also take advantage of other bloggers’
traffic, too!
It’s known as guest blogging – and bloggers are usually eager to take advantage of
your offer! Bloggers have a hard time keeping up with an intense blog schedule
when they have other tasks to complete.
So when an expert in their own niche comes along and asks if they can take over
blogging duties for a day, it’s a welcomed relief!
Start by finding blogs in your niche. Go to Google.com and type in your niche
keyword. Let’s start with the word wedding using a previous example in this
guide.
When you search Google, look in the left sidebar of the results page and you’ll see
an option to just see the blogs available. Go to Alexa.com and click on the site
tools tab. Then paste the site’s URL into the tool. Click Get Details when the
results pop up and you’ll be able to see an approximate traffic profile for the site.
If it’s a nice site with ample traffic, then go ahead and create a blog post that you
feel would fit nicely on the site. For instance, if it’s a “green weddings” blog, then
come up with a blog post about a green wedding tip.
If you deliver an article that’s not relevant to their niche – OR, not in line with
what they teach, then it will prove to them that you didn’t care enough to look
their site over, and they’ll decline your offer.
Deliver the content in both Word format and Notepad (TXT) so that they can
quickly paste it into their site and schedule it for publications.
Make sure you include a bio blurb for the blog owner. This is something that
comes before or after the blog post that tells a little about who the author is –
with a link back to your domain. It shouldn’t be too long – maybe 2 or 3
sentences, max.
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Some blog owners will want to reciprocate with a guest blog on your blog, too.
You can either accept this offer in good will or decline it, if you feel the message
would hurt your site’s credibility.

Forum Signature Files
If you participate in forums for your niche (which you should be, because that’s
where real people hang out), then you should check to see if the forum owner
allows forum signature files.
A signature file is an area that automatically shows up below any post you make
on the site. So if you reply to someone else’s thread, it shows your message, with a
sig file beneath it.
If you start a thread, your sig file shows up below that post, too. Some forums
have rules for sig files – and some don’t allow them at all. You might be able to
use a mix of images and text, or one or the other.
Here are some other things to keep in mind if you’re considering forum sig files:
•

You may not be allowed to use an affiliate link. If this happens, it’s okay! Link
to your own squeeze page anyway – just like the lesson you learned earlier
about handing over a lifetime customer to someone else.

•

You may have to wait awhile before your sig file shows up. Some forum
owners know that seedy spammers come into forums to offer nothing of value
– so they intentionally put a temporary hold on your sig file until you have a
certain number of posts in the forum.

•

Track, Test and Tweak your sig file until it converts into the most clicks it can
get for you. Test out a variety of sig files – play around with the graphics or
text and see what causes people to click on your sig file the most.

•

Some forums have size restrictions for your sig file. They may be only 5 lines,
or a specific width and height for images.

The very best way to make use of your sig file is to provide good value to the
forum. If people read a thread started by you and are amazed at its great value,
they will often click on your sig file to see what else you have to offer!

Paid Traffic
Paid traffic can be a very scary thing for many marketers – even seasoned ones
who have been around the block online for years! But you are in control, so don’t
let it intimidate you too bad.
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Paid ads can be created through sites like AdWords. Remember AdSense, where
you earned money for ads placed on your blog? Well with AdWords, you’re
paying for your ads to be put on someone else’s site!
In order to use AdWords, you have to know the rules. They don’t mess around –
so if you’re caught breaking the Terms of Service, you could have your account
banned forever.
Here are the basic steps involved:
•

Go to AdWords and create an account. This involved picking a username,
picking a currency, verifying your account, and setting up billing information.

•

Create a campaign for your AdWords account. First you’re going to choose an
audience. Where are they located? What language do they speak? Do you want
to just advertise on Google SERPs or partner sites as well?

•

Pick a daily budget. Warning: if you say you can spend up to $100 a day, they
WILL find a way to spend your $100 a day. It’s vital that you only spend as
much as you can afford, period. Nothing more – or you’ll go into debt very
fast.
Now one thing to keep in mind – if your daily budget is just $20, and you’re
maxing out on that, look to see if the investment is paying off for you. Are
those click throughs resulting in sales? If so, how much? How much can you
afford to raise your daily budget?

•

Enter the maximum amount you’re willing to pay per click. Some niche
markets have keywords that cost a lot of money (think $50 per click!) and
some cost just $0.05. Just because you put a maximum, it doesn’t mean
they’ll charge that – and it also doesn’t mean you get to beat out other
advertisers for placement – there’s more that goes into that equation than bid
price.

•

Enter a list of keywords associated with your site that you want your ad to
show up for.

•

Set up final billing data and your account is ready to go live!

Now keep an eye on your ad campaign – don’t let it get away from you. If your
target page (the page you’re sending people to) isn’t optimized, you’ll find out
about it from AdWords.
Your ranking will fluctuate and you can tweak things in your campaign and on
your site to get a better position in the SERPs. Paid advertising isn’t ideal, but it
does offer a quick start to some traffic flow for a new site with no foothold in
Google yet.
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Article Marketing
You’re going to see a LOT of information about article marketing. Some of it is
misleading, too. But it does have its merits so let’s learn the basics of what you
need to know about this traffic strategy.
Here are some tips that can help you maximize your article marketing efforts:
•

Know the rules! I know they’re long and tedious to read, but it’s going to take
longer to get your content online if you ignore them, so just go through them
once, jot down the important items, and then refer to them whenever you
submit a new article.

•

Decide if premium services are worth it to you. Some article directories are
simply free. Others have perks for those who pay a monthly price – like faster
article approval.

•

Work on developing your call to action. This is the small area at the end of
your article that gets people to click through to your link. Don’t be boring and
simply ay something like, “for more information, click here,” because that’s
not interesting enough to warrant a click!

•

Spread your backlinking efforts among many sites – not just one. Most
marketers use EzineArticles.com for their article marketing – but there are
many others, like GoArticles – that you can use, too.

•

Don’t put all of your content on directories – save a good deal of it for your
own blog and site!

Article marketing can be done on a schedule that you create. You can outsource
content to a ghostwriter and upload it under your name on the directories. Make
sure it’s unique so that it gets approved.
Once the article is live, use the proper procedures to publish the article from the
directory onto your own blog or site!
Working at home for yourself doesn’t have to be intimidating. You’re going to feel
SO much better once you have a plan in place to tackle the major aspects of
building your own business.
Find someone to trust in your journey and rely on those individuals to help you
or recommend products that are valid whenever you’re entering a new area that’s
unfamiliar to you.
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